New app to track bicycle maintenance, receive
alerts and analyze how long components last.
The app solves most limitations with existing solutions: it allows to
register all component's history (from bikes installations to services
and rides) and define multiple maintenance intervals based on
distance, moving time and elapsed time. It also integrates with
Strava to determine actual usage.
March 11, 2018 — Available today, the app ProBikeGarage offers most demanding cyclists
a way to keep track of all their bikes and components usage, and receive alerts when
components need maintenance or replacement. It also allows to analyze how long
components last and how wear and different maintenances affect athlete performance.

The app integrates with Strava so you only have to sign-in with your account and import your
bikes and previous rides. Then you can define as many components as you need and install
them in the corresponding bikes, so mileage and hours are updated using previous and
future rides.
In addition multiple service intervals can be defined to alert you when a component needs
maintenance or replacement based on its distance, moving time and elapsed time.
A component can be defined when you acquire it if you want to track all its lifecycle, or just
at the end of its life to analyze how long it lasted.
The app also allows to define multiple setups for the same bike so you don't have to
switch components manually for different types of rides (indoor, outdoor, workout, race, ...).

"We started developing a simple maintenance app that allowed us to receive maintenance
notifications by moving time instead of only distance, and we ended up with the most
complete solution for bike maintenance!" said Jaime Gil, developer and founder of
ProBikeGarage.
ProBikeGarage is available for free and world-wide on Google Play for devices with
Android 4.4 or higher. iOS and web version are under active development as well, and will
be available soon.
Please, visit https://www.probikegarage.com for more info about ProBikeGarage.
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